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What is a growth mindset and how can problem solving activities help develop it?'

A Fixed Mindset is:
Believes intelligence fixed
Avoids challenges
Gives up Easily
Resists Feedback
Threatened success of others

A Growth Mindset is:
Experiential
Learning
Activities

Believes intelligence can grow
Accepts Challenges
Motivated overcome Setbacks
Accepts/considers feedback
Inspired by others
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It is also vital for behavioural change bec
ause it develops a
sense of self-efficacy; a belief that they
can influence what
happens to them. Because the experien
tial learning model
teaches pupils that they can develop new
skills and improve their
skills with effort, it helps them to develop
a ‘growth mindset’.
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Integrating interactive problem solving activities into your lessons will give
pupils an opportunity to:
Achieve individually and as part of a team
Accept and complete set challenges individually and collectively
Develop the resilience to persist in the face of setbacks and obstacles
Learn to seek, consider and accept feedback from peers
Learn to give feedback that is kind and constructive
Become motivated and inspired by their own and the class's achievements

For some problem solving activities that you can use with your pupils to
help develop a growth mindset, see our free activity sheets by following
this link http://www.positiveimages-positiveeffect.com/index.asp?pageid=571653
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